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1. PRIVACY POLICY
This Policy informs that the personal data of users of Internet media, such as websites, social networks,
and other media, will be processed in accordance with the principles of transparency, purpose limitation,
data minimisation, accuracy, completeness, and confidentiality, as well as respecting the other obligations
and guarantees established in Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
27 April 2016 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data.
For this purpose, we have updated our Privacy Policy which replaces the one that previously regulated the
processing of personal data, with the aim of renewing customer confidence and providing a satisfactory
differential experience.
SIDERÚRGICA SEVILLANA S.A. reserves the right to modify this Privacy Policy and it is therefore
recommended that users visit the Legal Notices on each access to the Website. Use of any part of this
Website will constitute acceptance of such changes.
SIDERÚRGICA SEVILLANA S.A., CIF: A41014200, Registered office: Autovía A-92. Km. 6, 41500 - Alcalá de
Guadaira - Seville, email address: informacion.sise@rivagroup.com, is the owner of the domain http://www.
siderurgicasevillana.com/es/ and the data controller.
The Privacy Policy of the WEBSITE is:
Data Controller: SIDERÚRGICA SEVILLANA S.A.
(hereinafter SIDERÚRGICA SEVILLANA)
Postal Address: Autovía A-92. Km. 6, 41500 - Alcalá de Guadaira
Seville
C.I.F.: A41014200
Email address: informacion.sise@rivagroup.com
Telephone: 95.497.93.00
The personal data processed is that directly provided by the data subject, the person who owns the data.
The categories/types of data processed are those that are requested in the forms provided therefor, and data
that is voluntarily provided by users in all those places where it is possible to expand the information in free
text fields, or sent by email or other means.
The data processed, plus the data provided voluntarily by users, will generally be: Identifiers - ID card (national
or otherwise) - passport - postal and/or email addresses - landline/mobile phone numbers - Commercial
information - Transaction data - Payment method data - Data entered as user preferences - Sensitive or
specially-protected data is not processed, except when specifically indicated by the user to meet his/her
needs and/or preferences.
In the case of sending CVs, the data processed will be that included in the free format document sent by the
data subject. CVs will be discarded one year after their last update.
SIDERÚRGICA SEVILLANA wishes to guarantee your privacy when using our services, therefore our Privacy
Policy will inform you of our personal data protection policy and you can decide voluntarily to what extent
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you want to provide such data. The personal data requested in the forms provided for this purpose, by email,
or personal data that you include in your communications by other means, will serve to manage the specific
relationship that is established in those means, with the explicit and specific purposes that are included in
those means, to manage your reservations, stays, requested services, send you the requested information,
manage invoices, resolve incidents, register you for services, events, acts, as well as for the management and
control thereof, and to respond to queries, suggestions and incidents that are requested or raised.
Profiles or segmentations may be developed in order to better meet your preferences and be able to improve
our services. Under no circumstances will automated decisions be made on the data processed.
In case you have provided us with your electronic address, email, and/or electronic messaging ID, you
expressly authorise the sending of electronic communications to inform and answer everything related to
your communication and the established relationship, as well as about acts, events, or promotions carried
out. By SIDERÚRGICA SEVILLANA that are related to your communication. In all communications you receive
you will be given the opportunity to unsubscribe from the distribution list, in addition, at any time you can
unsubscribe by sending us an email to informacion.sise@rivagroup.com.
Your data may be communicated to other companies, entities, public or private institutions, for the sole
purpose and exclusively in those cases that are necessary for the proper provision of service, consultation or
management of the relationship established.
In the event that you provide your data through an email, it will be subject to processing the purpose of which
will be the management of the request, suggestion or comment you make.
The data will be kept for as long as the relationship remains active or is not requested to be cancelled, it will
be kept for at least 5 years since the last interaction, as well as for the legal periods required according to the
specific regulations that apply thereto.
The processing of your data is carried out under the protection of the legitimate interest of the person
responsible for the website, in accordance with current legislation, the Spanish Constitution and the laws
that develop it as a free market economy. Likewise, having voluntarily provided the data this legitimises its
processing for the purposes set out.
We recognise and protect your right to privacy and the protection of your personal data, and you may
therefore exercise your rights in relation to this processing in the ways indicated in the section entitled “Data
subject’s rights”. The processing of your data is carried out under the protection of the consent granted, free,
explicit, informed, and specific.
By browsing our pages, by accepting cookies, or by having continued browsing after being informed of
cookies, by completing forms, and/or by sending an email, or by sending a communication by other means,
you expressly consent to the processing of data for the purposes set out in this privacy policy.
2. DATA SUBJECT’S RIGHTS
Data subjects have the right to know that at Siderúrgica Sevillana we process your data in accordance with
the purposes specified in the Privacy and Data Protection Policy of which this section forms part.
You have the right to access your personal data, and to rectify it if it is inaccurate.
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You have the right to request its deletion when, for other reasons, the data is no longer necessary for the
purpose for which it was collected. In certain circumstances, data subjects may request the limitation of the
processing of their data, which will only be kept for the exercise of the right of defence against claims and/or
litigation, and during the legal periods required for its conservation.
In certain circumstances, data subjects may object to the processing of their data. The entity SIDERÚRGICA
SEVILLANA will cease to process your data, with the sole exceptions of legitimate reasons, for historical,
artistic, or investigative reasons, for defence against claims, or for the provisions of current legislation.
In order to exercise these rights, the data subject must send a communication to the above address at the
beginning, indicating the right that he/she wishes to exercise, attaching a copy of a document that identifies
him/her, National Identity Card or Passport, or another document that faithfully identifies him/her.
You also have the right to make any queries or claims you deem appropriate with the Spanish Data Protection
Agency (AEPD), with its address at calle Jorge Juan, nº6, 28001 Madrid, and telephone 901.100.099.
3. COOKIES
SIDERÚRGICA SEVILLANA makes use of “cookies” during the user’s navigation with the intention of being
able to offer a better service. Under no circumstances will these elements serve to identify a specific person
since their use will be merely technical, with the exception of cookies necessary for the proper performance
of transactions requested by a specific user such as reservations, to maintain user registration, and for the
maintenance of user sessions.
The general purpose of cookies is to offer a better service to users, and allow during the session the
realisation and correct use of each and every one of the contents available on the website http://www.
siderurgicasevillana.com/es/. You can disable cookies through your browser options.
To learn more about the use of cookies on the website you can consult our “Cookie Policy”.
The specific Privacy Policies of certain processing are set out below as specific extensions of the Web
Privacy Policy of SIDERÚRGICA SEVILLANA:
“Personnel selection” privacy policy
We would like to inform you that the information you provide to us in CVs will be used for the purpose of
carrying out selection processes for candidates for jobs.
CVs will be discarded after one year from their last update. If you want it to remain active, you must update it
before the deadline.
If you wish to exercise your rights please send a written communication to the address of the transferees,
with the reference “Data Protection-Personnel Selection” enclosing a copy of your National Identity Document
or equivalent document.
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